“We, the students of Colgate University, have come together as a self-governing body, the Student Government Association, in order to improve our experience by providing the means to advocate for our interests.”
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Dear Colgate,

I am pleased to welcome you to Colgate’s first ever SGA Semester Report. This is an initiative that we have created in order to promote more transparency between the student government and the student body. This report, inspired by University of Pennsylvania’s student government (who graciously responded to my barrage of emails), was designed and brought together by Senator Ryan Stahlin ’18. We hope that this becomes a resource that can further connect all of you to the many hardworking members of SGA. The three branches of Colgate’s student government and the student governance board members are always continuing to improve and work on many initiatives on our campus, and it is my goal for more people to see all that SGA does, and all that it can do.

This has been a powerful semester for our community. Almost as soon as we welcomed our new Class of 2019 to our university, we had to say goodbye and mourn the loss of two of our own students, Carey and Ryan. I saw the strength and resilience of our community when the campus came together during a turbulent time to gather, over 2000 strong, during the candlelight vigil. I was once again proud of our campus when 300+ students participated in a protest for sexual violence initiatives and survivor support. This protest, along with the Speak-out in the Memorial Chapel, was one of the most moving events during my 3.5 years at Colgate. I would like to thank the dedicated members of Colgate Forward and the ACC for their efforts and planning. Furthermore, I would like to encourage people to further get involved on topics of sexual climate, diversity, inclusion, and privilege on our campus. Vice President David Kim ’16 and I continue to discuss how us, and our own organizations, are implemented in these systemic issues.

David and I are proud of the student government and what it has accomplished this semester. We will be primed to begin the new year of 2016 with a strong start, and we are excited to accomplish the projects we intend to do. We are dedicated to have active dialogue with students, the administration, faculty, staff, the Board of Trustees, and outside parties. Not only do I encourage people to be a part of major issues on campus and around the globe, I encourage people to get involved: run for a position in SGA, apply for committees, vote in elections, and email me (or other SGA members) if you have ideas. We have designed a new website (http://sga.colgate.edu/) and are in the process of adding more components to it -- feel free to check it out to learn more about student government or find out how to contact your representatives. This website is currently being updated to include completed projects from the Fall and projects that will be worked on in the Spring, along with contact information for SGA members who are leading those projects.

I would like to thank everyone for a great semester and I wish everyone good luck over finals.

Yours Truly,

Kegan Thompson ’16
SGA President
kthomspoon@coglate.edu
Last April, President Kegan Thompson ‘16 and I ran on a platform based upon six themes we believed to be critical towards student life and governance: Transparency, Innovation, Communities, Sustainability, Academics, and Campus Climate. Everyday, SGA works to accomplish the six pillars, but I would like to talk about the two that I am fond of:

**Communities:** SGA collaborates with students to build communities, increase networking, and strengthen solidarity. Listed below are several projects that exemplifies our goals:

- **Dear Class of 2019 Dinners:** A new tradition in which seniors articulate their first-year experiences and challenges to the Class of 2019, creating new relationships between the two class years
- **“Home” Brown Bag:** A honest conversation amongst different groups and first-years to share about different definitions of “home” and how to make Colgate our second “home”

**Campus Climate:** SGA focuses to promote administrative transparency in regards to ongoing work for campus climate issues and to engage the student body in creatively brainstorming and publicizing such initiatives. Listed below are several projects that exemplifies our goals:

- **Steering Committee:** A biannual set of meetings inviting different communities, administration, and students to discuss and solve a set of campus issues ranging from student engagement to social capital.
- **Diversity & Inclusion Leadership Team:** Representing student body’s interest and working with the administration to ensure accountability and continued work towards addressing issues of race, privilege, diversity, and inclusion.

Kegan and I hope to continue the ongoing work, and go above and beyond what is expected from us to effectively represent student voices and transmit the six pillars on our campus. Next semester, we are bringing in new and interesting projects, along with structural changes that can allow SGA to be a more effective and inclusive representation of the student body. We look forward to continue to serve you as we work together to make our campus a better place for all.

Yours Truly,

David Kim ‘16  
*SGA Vice President*  
dkim@colgate.edu
EXECUTIVE BOARD SUMMARY

The Executive Board of SGA is composed of 25 different student positions appointed by the President and Vice President and vetted by the Student Senate, along with the six senate committee chairs. The board meets once a week to discuss topics from different interest groups and topics from around campus. The initiatives proposed by different E-Board members fell into two different categories, long term and short term.

LONG TERM INITIATIVES:

Spearheaded by Kegan Thompson and David Kim, many of the long term projects revolve around creating new longstanding staples in SGA. One of Kegan and David’s main initiatives since being elected has been to produce a 5-Year Master Plan for SGA, so that future SGA administrations can coordinate and build off of each other’s efforts. In addition to maintaining continuity among administrations, the Master Plan seeks to address the problems that students have experienced and continue to experience on campus. The role of student government is not only to address the present day topics that current students are handling, but also to provide a platform on which future students can address the same, larger issues. The Master Plan will hopefully work to encourage this. One of the largest of the initiatives is the Steering Committee, which is a new committee that allows students to engage in dialogue about campus climate and have conversations with members of the administration, such as Interim-President Jill Harsin. In addition, Parliamentarian Sydney Liggett ‘17 has been leading an effort to institute a new Department Ambassador program. This program would see a student representative in each academic department to give and receive student input on issues in each department.

SHORT TERM INITIATIVES:

Debuting this fall, the SGA website has been revamped and updated by Webmaster Sam Braver ‘18. Contact information, ongoing projects, and events can all be found at sga.colgate.edu. In response to student input, Kayla Oliver ‘17 has been in constant correspondence with Chartwell’s representatives in order to change several aspects of the Colgate dining experience. Coffee prices have already been lowered, and Chartwell’s is expecting to adjust certain parts of dining in the Coop. Student Organizations Liason Natalie Pudalov ‘17 coordinated the biannual Student Involvement Fair, advertising the many SGA recognized organizations on campus to hundreds of students. In order to better promote SGA transparency, Elections Commissioner Alison Sheehan ‘18 arranged for the biannual SGA Fireside Chat, where students were encouraged to take a study break from the library to ask members of SGA about their current and past initiatives, while enjoying donuts and coffee.
THE PURPOSE OF SENATE:
The Senate at Colgate University represents the most transparent and visible part of the Student Government Association. We convene at 7:00 pm every Tuesday of the semester and are made up of 10 Senators, per each class year. Each Senator is elected in the spring before their yearly term. Any and all are welcome to attend these Senate meetings. The Colgate Administration frequently reaches out to the SGA to present newly forming ideas and policies for the campus and relies on Senate to provide constructive feedback. Additionally, we serve as a means of communication between the student body and the administration.

THE SEMESTER IN RECAP:
This semester at Colgate proved to be full of changes and calls to action and Senate stood right beside these movements. In November, the Colgate Forward and the Association of Critical Collegians held a protest and survivor speak out. These actions were in response to the administration failing to be transparent in their sexual assault policies and requirements and also in their failure to have survivor-centric policies. There was intense debate at Senate when a resolution arose to support the 11-Point Action Plan that the Colgate Forward and the ACC had put together. Senators not only take their positions seriously as representatives of all students on campus, but also understand their position allows them to construct change that is obviously very needed on our campus. We ended up passing an amended resolution about the 11 Point Action Plan stating the Senate stood behind the Colgate Forward and the ACC and their movement.

Another important topic this semester revolved around a more academic sphere, rather than student life, illustrating that Senate is aware and addresses a variety of issues facing students and the institution. The administration posed the need to raise Colgate University’s Dean’s List from a 3.3 to a 3.6. The reasons, research, and questions were all very extensive and Senate made it very clear how students would perceive this change. However, not only did we express our opinions, but Senators came up with the idea of a two tiered system for the Dean’s List in which the Administration is currently considering due to our feedback.

Overall, Senate is an active body of 40 individuals who are dedicated to their position of making change, helping information be distributed, and continually asking important questions and coming up with solutions. Please come join us next semester if you would like to see a senate meeting in motion!
IMPROVING BAC TRANSPARENCY:
A big push in the SGA this year has been to reinforce the association as a legitimate governing body on campus. One method of accomplishing this has been to increase our accountability by making our actions, particularly those related to funding, much more transparent. To that end, the SGA now publishes weekly funding reports on the Budget Allocation Committee section of their website which includes the reasoning behind all of the funding decisions for each week. Additionally, the BAC has now adopted a policy of striving to maintain consistency with funding decisions between meetings and between semesters. Our hope is that this will make it easier for groups to better predict which proposal items the BAC will and will not fund. Lastly, a fixed funding “start date” was introduced this semester, which has helped to clear up much of the confusion regarding when groups should start submitting proposals for pre-semester allocation. Future work in this area will be to commit “case precedents” to paper for coming treasurers and to develop sample proposals that student leaders can use to craft their requests.

STREAMLINING FUNDING PROCESS:
In past years, the funding process, starting with submitting a proposal on the GetInvolved platform to receiving a funding decision, has been obscure and overly complicated. In these last two semesters, the application process has been streamlined to make it easier for groups to understand and to make funding more fair overall. This year, the AppointmentQuest platform was canceled. Instead, the treasurer now schedules all appointments by hand on a first-come, first-serve basis. We have found that this has increased forethought and careful planning as groups now have to submit proposals early enough in order to be able to meet with the BAC. Next semester, the BAC procedure book, bylaws and online application tutorials will be amended to reflect the new process. This change will reduce confusion and should make submitting a proposal a less daunting task for student leaders.

Total Fall Allocation - $493,670.46
Overview:
The Academic Affairs Committee works to make student voices heard in various academic-related issues. The co-chairs of the AAC sit on the Academic Affairs Board to discuss campus-wide academic topics.

Members:
Jessica Verdi ’17 (Co-Chair), Woohee Kim ’18 (Co-Chair), Mariam Nael ’18 (Secretary), Susan Price’16, Maggie Moskowitz’16, J.T Mehr’17, Kit Keane’19, Julia Douglas’19

Featured Fall 2015 Initiatives

Dean’s Award Discussion:
The Academic Affairs Committee has brought back recently proposed change in the minimum requirement for Dean’s Award to be discussed by Senate. We have authored an initial resolution and gathered feedback from discussions in the Student Senate to make sure that students’ voices are reflected in Academic Affairs Board’s policies.

Online Grading:
Senators Mariam Nael’18 and Julia Douglas’19 have been working on online grading - putting grades up to Moodle for students. They are in the process of hearing more student input and getting qualitative feedback so that they can proceed with reaching out to more faculty about the issue.

Online Syllabi:
The co-chairs of the Academic Affairs Committee brought to faculty and Academic Affairs Board’s attention that students would prefer putting up syllabi on the library’s online system. Some professors have expressed concerns about intellectual property rights and changing class materials, and we will be in further conversation on this issue next semester to bridge students and faculty.
Overview:

The External Affairs Committee works to improve the relationship between the town of Hamilton, as well as all communities and Colgate. In addition to this, the EAC works to improve relationships between students and indirect external authorities such as Campus Safety and the Hamilton Police.

Members:

Derek Baker ’18 (Chair), Jennifer Lundt ’19 (Secretary), Connor Chabot ’17, Claire Lichtenstein, Thomas Buehler ’16, Ethan Black ’18, Paulo Lobo ’17

Featured Fall 2015 Initiatives

Colgate Discount Cards:

After a long time of debate and communication with Hamilton businesses, the EAC has secured several good deals for Colgate students to participate in with the purchase of a Colgate Discount Card. This card, the price of which is to be determined, will give students an all access pass to several deals in local restaurants and businesses in the Hamilton area. The proceeds of these cards will be donated to the Hamilton Business Alliance.

SGA Day of Service:

The SGA Day of Service has been pushed to next semester. In addition to the yearly SPW clean-up, SGA will participate in an additional Day of Service to compensate for the event that was missed this semester. Despite a strong effort by the EAC, finding an organization that needed the help of so many people proved difficult, but the committee is confident that it will find a suitable alternative for next semester.

Campus Safety/Hamilton Police:

An exciting initiative that EAC is looking forward to presenting next semester is our unnamed proposal to improve the relationship between Campus Safety/Hamilton police and students. This campaign would include statistics and facts for students to understand their rights (and the limitations) in addition to facilitating an open communication to dispel any negative stigmas attached with either of the authoritative bodies.
Overview:
The Government Affairs Committee reviews and advises on bills and resolutions coming before the Senate, while ensuring that all bylaws and workings of the Senate, Budget Allocations Committee, and Executive, as well as the elections procedures are reviewed.

Members:
Andrew DeFrank ‘18 (Chair), Molly Nelson ‘19 (Secretary), Michael Hogg ‘17, Hyeon Jeong ‘18, Isabelle James ‘16, Justine Ley ‘19, Wil Stowers ‘19, Erin Huiting ‘17

Featured Fall 2015 Initiatives

Required Training Sanctions Bill:
At the request of Sustainability Coordinator Ben Campbell and Positive Sexuality Liaison Collin McCarty, the GAC proposed legislation that would impose a ½ unexcused absence on any member of Senate who did not complete, by the required date, the Green Certification, SafeZone Training, or Title IX Training. All three of these trainings are mandatory under current SGA bylaws. The Required Trainings Sanctions Bill was adopted by the Senate and its language is now found in the SGA bylaws.

Bylaw Edits Bill:
Due to the keen eye of one of our members, legislation was proposed by the GAC To fix inaccuracies and impossible situations created by outdated language in the SGA bylaws. Senate adopted this bill and the changes have been implemented in the SGA bylaws.

Webmaster Sam Braver on the new SGA website. Our committee suggested different ideas for the website, including a possible new logo for SGA to be adopted sometime in the Spring 2016 semester.

Reviewed the Website:
The GAC provided feedback and support to President Kegan Thompson, Vice President David Kim, and
STUDENT AFFAIRS COMMITTEE (SAC)

Overview:
The Student Affairs Committee deals with the day-to-day interactions outside of the classroom for students. This includes campus climate, residential life, and SGA transparency.

Members:
Ryan Stahlin ’18 (Chair), Andrew Vojt ’17 (Secretary), Greg Brea ’16, TJ Boulger ’16, Kayla Oliver ’17, Faith Hamlin ’18, Doug Whelan ’19, David Zevallos ’19.

Featured Fall 2015 Initiatives

Cider and Suggestions:
The SAC took to the quad and handed out free hot cider to students walking to class while also having a suggestion jar that saw over 100 suggestions from the student body. A similar initiative is being planned in the future to allow for more student input.

Two-Ply Toilet Paper:
Senator Zevallos and Senator Whelan investigated the feasibility of purchasing two-ply for the school. After several months of correspondence with administration and possible vendors, it was found that price and shipping concerns prevents Colgate from having higher quality toilet paper.

School Supplies Vending Machine:
Senator Hamlin and Senator Brea led the charge on gathering student input on a vending machine in the library that would dispense school supplies. The model and the contents of the machine have been chosen and the machine can be expected as soon as Fall 2016.

Colgate Forward and ACC Resolution:
Senator Whelan teamed up with Speaker of the Senate Grace Western to write a resolution supporting Colgate Forward and the ACC’s movement to encourage the administration to reconsider how they handle cases of sexual assault following release of the Sexual Climate Survey results.
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS COMMITTEE (SOC)

Overview:
The Student Organizations Committee helps get student organizations recognized, increase transparency and involvement on campus, and oversees the BAC selection process.

Members:
Natalie Pudalov ’17 (Chair), Leda Rosenthal ’18 (Secretary), Jordan Shenker ’16, Will D’Avino ’17, Nick Mather ’16, Sally Langan ’17, Dalton Bianco ’19, Gavin Gao ’19

New Student Groups

Colgate Tap Troupe:
The Colgate Tap Troupe has performed in DanceFest the past few years but was officially recognized this past fall. The Tap Troupe is open to all students who are skilled in tap or just want to try out a new form of dance. They are also working on developing a reserve of tap shoes!

Spoon University:
Spoon University Colgate now has an official chapter under the Spoon University national chapter. Spoon University is open to all Colgate students interested in writing, blogging, or taking pictures of dining options on campus or in downtown Hamilton. More information can be found at http://colgate.spoonuniversity.com

The History Club:
The History Club was recognized this fall to bring together students passionate and interested in history. The History Club aims to organize informal events with professors and events with the Hamilton community. You don’t have to be a history major to join!
CLASS AFFAIRS COMMITTEE (CAC)

Overview:

The Class Affairs Committee consists of the President and Vice-President from each year’s elected student councils. Together, they organize events that promote unity and provide avenues to foster lifelong memories for the entire student body.

Members:

Justin LoScalzo, ’16 (Chair),
Adam Basciano, ’16 (President), Amanda Golub, ’16 (Vice President),
Matt Swain, ’17 (President), On Tim Tang, ’17 (Vice President),
Madison Bailey, ’18 (President), Coles Romaine, ’18 (Vice President),
Mike Vitale, ’19 (President), Megan Meier, ’19 (Vice President)

Featured Fall 2015 Initiatives

The CAC collaborated with PAC House to put on a Halloween Party as its first event of the semester, which had a tremendous turnout of students from all class years. Following this, the CAC organized a midterm study break for the student body. Finally, in anticipation of the Colgate vs. Cornell Men’s Hockey game, CAC worked with CAB to organize a community tailgate where tickets to the game were distributed. Barbeque food and inflatables were available for all to enjoy. The CAC will finish the semester with a finals study break where students can enjoy Hamilton Eatery.
CLASS REPORTS

Class of 2016: In addition to participating and helping to coordinate CAC initiatives, the Senior Class council has been busy coordinating events exclusive to the 2016 class. While Class Representative Mimi Kornfeld helps run the Wednesday Happy Hours at Donovan’s Pub every week, Representative Jack Murray spearheads the council’s weekly Thursday Nights Out downtown when students gather at La Iguana or the No. 10 Tavern for discounted drinks and free appetizers. More recently, Class Representative Erika Krum led the council’s cooking efforts as part of the Konosioni Colgate Day Potluck. In addition, Class Secretary Deb Kim joins President Adam Basciano in sitting on the Senior Ball Committee alongside Konosioni members. Vice President Amanda Golub has taken the lead on gathering student feedback through surveys and polls regarding different yearbook and graduation projects. Class Treasurer Justin LoScalzo has kept busy by serving as the CAC Chair, helping overseeing all of the committee’s financing and event plans.

Class of 2017: The 2017 Class Council organized a Watch Party at Donovan’s Pub in early October and it was very well attended. After kicking off the year strong, in November, we organized a study break food giveaway during course registration to ease the stress of students during an often-hectic time. Later that month, the 2017 Council also organized a Sushi Social event where there was with sushi from Mitsuba. This event was a huge success where all the food was eaten, while juniors mingled with members of their Class Council.

Class of 2018: The Class of 2018 council had an extremely productive and successful semester. After being sanctioned for the first eight weeks of school, once we finally gained access to our funds we hit the ground running with events for our class. Our first major event was a Fall Fest themed study break with a “Make Your Own Mac Daddy station” and apple cider, pies, and apple cider donuts from the Clinton Cider Mill. Lastly, our next event is going to be on December 8th in the Donovan’s Pub and it is our Holiday themed Study Break with appetizers from Donovan’s Pub, as well as a make your own root beer float station, complete with a root beer keg. Overall, the Class of 2018 council has had an extremely fun and successful semester and is looking forward to planning events for next semester.

Class of 2019: In this first semester of the Class of 2019 Council, we have been genuinely focused on conceptualizing, planning, and pulling off events that allow for both enjoyable experiences and riveting unification for Colgate’s newly established Bicentennial Class. A large success we have had as a class has come from our first class-wide contest to design apparel for purchase by the entire Class of 2019. In a few weeks time, we received many creative suggestions, and after a class wide vote, we were thrilled for the reveal of our first ever class shirt. Furthermore, we hosted a game show night at Donovan’s Pub alongside hanging our class banner, which was entirely covered in Bicentennial student signatures. The most attended was our Bicentennial Class Formal, which included music, raffles for prizes, and winter theme decoration.
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